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Fantastically Great Women Who Changed The World
***THE FOLLOW UP TO THE AWARD-WINNING AND BESTSELLING STORIES FOR BOYS
WHO DARE TO BE DIFFERENT*** Tom Daley, Oliver Sacks, the Jamaican Bobsled team,
Amrou Al-Kadhi, Carlos Acosta... all dared to be different. This is the follow-up to the much
loved and hugely successful Stories for Boys Who Dare to be Different, the bestselling book
that changed countless boys' lives around the world and gave them the confidence to be
themselves. What have the footballer Kylian Mbappé, the philosopher Socrates and the singer
Ed Sheeran all got in common? All three of them defied expectations - going against the grain
and pursuing their dreams - despite a seemingly impossible barrage of obstacles and
difficulties. Their stories are incredible, as are those of the tap-dancer Evan Ruggiero, the
Pokémon creator Satoshi Tajiri, and the other inspirational boys who fill the pages of this
extraordinary book. It's books like these that can make a huge difference to parents and their
children's lives. In this day and age, any publication that shows how we can triumph in the face
of adversity and prejudice deserves to be read over and over again.
Are you unhappy with your body but fed up with constant dieting? Would you like to lose
weight without depriving yourself of the food you love? Serial dieters for years, Sophie and
Audrey Boss finally overcame their weight problems when they discovered the key to success:
break free from the diet mentality and learn how to listen to your body so that you can make
food choices that really work for you. This book sets out a new, liberating approach to
establishing a healthy and satisfying relationship with food, and a positive body image. Based
on extensive research and workshops for women with weight issues, Beyond Chocolate will
help you to: Eat whatever you want without feeling guilty· Lose weight and not worry that you'll
put it back on· Only think about food when you are hungry· Stop when you are satisfied· Feel
comfortable in your body· Wear clothes you like and feel good in Beyond Chocolate is your
passport to freedom!
For as long as history has been recorded, girls haven't had much of a look in amongst all the
great men we remember. But that doesn't mean they weren't there. And it doesn't mean that
they didn't achieve great things, come up with wonderful inventions or win battles! In this book,
Sandi Toksvig shows that History is actually Her-story. Though they're often ignored or
overlooked, they have changed the world. There's no question about it...Girls are best! 'A book
that will make girls realize that anything is possible' - Julia Eccleshare, "Lovereading."
"Each poem and illustration shines with a personality all its own." --Shelf Awareness (starred
review) "This book has definitely made an impact on my life." --Kitt Shapiro, daughter of Eartha
Kitt Fresh, accessible, and inspiring, Shaking Things Up introduces fourteen revolutionary
young women--each paired with a noteworthy female artist--to the next generation of activists,
trailblazers, and rabble-rousers. From the award-winning author of Ada's Violin and Lifeboat
12, Susan Hood, this is a poetic and visual celebration of persistent women throughout history.
In this book of poems, you will find Mary Anning, who was just thirteen when she unearthed a
prehistoric fossil. You'll meet Ruby Bridges, the brave six-year-old who helped end segregation
in the South. And Maya Lin, who at twenty-one won a competition to create a war memorial,
and then had to appear before Congress to defend her right to create. And those are just a few
of the young women included in this book. Readers will also hear about Molly Williams,
Annette Kellerman, Nellie Bly, Pura Belpré, Frida Kahlo, Jacqueline and Eileen Nearne,
Frances Moore Lappé, Mae Jemison, Angela Zhang, and Malala Yousafzai--all whose stories
will enthrall and inspire. This poetry collection was written, illustrated, edited, and designed by
women and includes an author's note, a timeline, and additional resources. With artwork by
award-winning and bestselling artists including Selina Alko, Sophie Blackall, Lisa Brown,
Hadley Hooper, Emily Winfield Martin, Oge Mora, Julie Morstad, Sara Palacios, LeUyen Pham,
Erin Robinson, Isabel Roxas, Shadra Strickland, and Melissa Sweet. A 2019 Bank Street Best
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Book of the Year Named to the 2019 Texas Topaz Nonfiction Reading List Selected for CCBC
Choices Book 2019 Selected as a Notable Social Studies Trade Books for Young People 2019
Named to the Cuyahoga County Public Library's 2018 list of Great Books for Kids 2020-2021
South Carolina Picture Book Award Nominee
Discover the lives of 101 trailblazing women and the remarkable things they achieved. This
beautifully illustrated book is packed with bitesize biographies of activists, leaders, athletes,
artists, explorers, and STEM innovators. From the celebrated to the overlooked, these women
overcame odds, defied expectations and shattered stereotypes and their stories are sure to
inspire young readers and encourage them to dream big. Spanning across history and from all
over the globe, these figures include: • J.K. Rowling • Malala Yousafzai • Marie Curie • Maya
Angelou • Wangari Maathai • Anne Frank • Simone Biles • Ada Lovelace • And many more!
Written in a friendly and accessible style, this book includes quotations, fun facts and charming
illustrations which bring the lives of these inspiring women to life. Perfect for kids aged 8+.
Going after you dream doesn’t have to wait – be empowered by these incredible women and
start changing the world now. From the inspiring author of Girls Who Rocked the World comes
another comprehensive collection of true, inspiring profiles of successful young women
throughout history who made their mark on the world before turning twenty. Young women
today crave strong, independent role models to look to for motivation. Girls Who Changed the
World offers a fun and uplifting collection of influential stories with forty-five more movers and
shakers who made a difference early on in life. From Cleopatra to Mindy Kaling, and Aretha
Franklin to Emma Watson – each with her own incredible story of how she created lifechanging opportunities for herself and the world – you’ll get to know these capable queens of
empires and courageous icons of entertainment. Also included are profiles of gutsy teenagers
who are out there rocking the world right now and personal aspirations from today’s young
women.
"...profoundly moving..." -Publishers Weekly Nelson Mandela’s two great-grandchildren ask
their grandmother, Mandela’s youngest daughter, 15 questions about their grandad – the
global icon of peace and forgiveness who spent 27 years in prison. They learn that he was a
freedom fighter who put down his weapons for the sake of peace, and who then became the
President of South Africa and a Nobel Peace Prize-winner, and realise that they can continue
his legacy in the world today. Seen through a child’s perspective, and authored jointly by
Nelson Mandela's great-grandchildren and daughter, this amazing story is told as never before
to celebrate what would have been Nelson's Mandela 100th birthday.
Fantastically Great Women Who Changed The WorldBloomsbury Publishing
Do you want to climb a mountain? Drive a fire engine? Become prime minister? Join the girls in
the pages of this book to see the incredible things they do every day and find out what you
might like to do, too! A picture book for every girl with a dream.
Nominated for the Cilip Carnegie & Kate Greenaway Children's Book Awards 2018. Kate
Pankhurst, descendent of Emmeline Pankhurst, has created this wildly wonderful and
accessible book about women who really changed the world. Discover fascinating facts about
some of the most amazing women who changed the world we live in. Fly through the sky with
the incredible explorer Amelia Earhart, and read all about the Wonderful Adventures of Mary
Seacole with the number one best-selling children's non-fiction title in the UK market this year.
Bursting full of beautiful illustrations and astounding facts, Fantastically Great Women Who
Changed the World is the perfect introduction to just a few of the most incredible women who
helped shaped the world we live in. List of women featured: Jane Austen, Gertrude Ederle,
Coco Chanel, Frida Kahlo, Marie Curie, Mary Anning, Mary Seacole, Amelia Earhart, Agent
Fifi, Sacagawa, Emmeline Pankhurst, Rosa Parks, Anne Frank
If you thought that it was a man's world, think again! 100 Women Who Made History is the
exciting story of the women who changed the world. Get ready to meet some of history's
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wonder women. From super scientists like Marie Curie and Rosalind Franklin to clued-up
creatives like Emily Dickinson and J.K Rowling. Celebrate centuries of brave and brilliant
women with this visual educational book. Meet the most talented and famous women in
history. Figures who changed politics, science, business, and the arts, to those who were
exciting entrepreneurs and clever creatives. Discover the landmark moments in the lives of
amazing historical women. Learn about leading ladies like Joan of Arc and Eleanor Roosevelt,
and modern game-changers such as Maya Angelou, Angela Merkel, Serena Williams, and
Malala Yousafzai. A rich history book for kids that explores the lives of each woman in detail
with beautiful photography and quirky "bobblehead" illustrations that present history on an
engaging and fun way. Meet The Wonder Women Who Helped Shape The World Take a tour
of the past and uncover the stories of the women and girls who have shaped the modern
world. Find out what made Catherine so Great, why millions have read Anne Frank's diary, and
how Harriet Tubman led hundreds to freedom. Kids can easily put each woman's story into
context with "what came before..." and "what came after..." panels showing the things that
influenced and were influenced by each woman. Special features highlight contemporaneous
women and women in similar fields to paint a more complete picture for young readers. 100
Women Who Made History is a wonderfully inspirational history book for girls and boys ages 9
and up. This history book is a great learning tool for all children that broaches themes like
human rights and gender equality from an age-appropriate angle. Learn about the different
remarkable women in the past: -Clued-up creatives -Super scientists -Learning ladies -Intrepid
entrepreneurs -Amazing achievers 100 Women Who Made History is part of the 100 Who
Made History book series. Explore the most important people in history and how they
contributed to significant attributes of the past that have helped to shape the past into our
present.
Prepare to be inspired with this fantastically great new series for young readers. In this first
book, read the true stories of amazing scientists and discover things that are out of this world.
Women have been responsible for many of the world's most groundbreaking scientific
discoveries. Kate Pankhurst, descendent of Emmeline Pankhurst, tells the stories of some
incredible female scientists whose hard work and persistence changed our understanding of
science, and transformed people's ideas of what women can do. As a child Mae Jemison
imagined herself reaching for the stars and that's exactly what she did: she became the first
African-American woman to go into space. When Elizabeth Blackwell was told women weren't
allowed to be doctors, she didn't take no for an answer. Tu Youyou spent months on a remote
island during the Vietnam War to try and invent a treatment for malaria - and she did it.
Including comic strips, family trees, maps and more, Fantastically Great Women Scientists and
Their Stories is a celebration of women who made some of the world's most important scientific
breakthroughs. Women featured: Mae Jemison, Marie Curie, Elizabeth Blackwell, Janaki
Ammal, Caroline Herschel, Katia Krafft, Tu Youyou and Rosalind Franklin.
You don't need to leave home to experience 13 billion years of history on planet Earth, starting
with the Big Bang before time-travelling right up to the present day. History comes alive as
more than 130 different timelines are presented in glorious illustrative and photographic detail,
together with accessible and informative text. Covering the rise and fall of empires, major
scientific breakthroughs, groundbreaking inventions, and monumental moments in art, this is
the go-to home-study guide for just about everything that has ever happened. This
comprehensive visual encyclopedia for children presents a wealth of knowledge about the
world. From the most bloodthirsty pirate of all time to the first crime to be solved by studying
fingerprints, you'll find it in Timelines of Everything. Find your own place in the world and
understand where you fit in with this exciting, entertaining, and educational tour through time.
We celebrate the speeches spoken by great women who have inspired us over the years - and
changed our world for the betterFamous Speeches by great Women includes extracts,
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passages or lines from speech transcripts by women politicians, sports women, royalty and
other influential women from different walks of life. The Famous Speeches by Women include
interesting motivational speeches, persuasive and inspirational speeches.Tags: great women
artistsgreat women artists phaidongreat women who changed the worldgreat women in
historygreat women artists bookthe women of great heron lakegreat women calendarblack
widowgreat gatsby dresses for womengreat dames what i learned from older women7 great
women by eric metaxasgreat quotes from great womenfantastically great women who changed
the worldfantastically great women who changed the world by kate pankhurstgreat women
giftsheroines great women through the agesthe women's hour the great fight to win the
votegreat women in christian historygreat women journalgreat women kids booklittle women
great illustrated classicsgreat novels for womengreat women quotesgreat women raise great
womengreat women s giftsswoon great seducers and why women love themgreat women
writerscolor your own great paintings by women artistsgreat men and famous women
1894holding the line women in the great arizona mine strike of 1983speeches that changed the
worldspeeches of notespeeches of note by shaun usherspeeches that made historygreat
speeches by native americanssister outsider essays and speeches by audre lordeabraham
lincoln speechesspeeches bookcicero speechesjohn c. calhoun selected writings and
speechesi have a dream writings and speeches that changed the worldon religion speeches to
its cultured despisersfrederick douglass speechesthe source of self-regard selected essays,
speeches, and meditationslend me your ears great speeches in historyjohn f kennedy
speechesgreatest speechesselected writings and speeches of marcus garveyhitler
speechesspeeches in actsjfk speechesmartin luther king jr speechesmartin luther king
speechesrobert kennedy speecheskwame nkrumah speecheslincoln speecheslincoln
speeches and writingsnelson mandela speechesthe penguin book of modern speechescicero
selected political speechesfranklin roosevelt speechesstrong voices fifteen american speeches
worth knowingmalcolm x speeches100 speeches that changed the worldthe worlds 100
greatest speeches100 best speechesgreat speeches of the 20th centurygreatest speeches of
the 20th century

Nominated for the CILIP Carnegie & Kate Greenaway Children's Book Awards
2018.Kate Pankhurst, descendent of Emmeline Pankhurst, has created this wildly
wonderful and accessible book about women who really changed the world. The perfect
gift for the Fantastically Great Women in your life.Discover fascinating facts about some
of the most amazing women who changed the world we live in. Fly through the sky with
the incredible explorer Amelia Earhart, and read all about the Wonderful Adventures of
Mary Seacole with the number one best-selling children's non-fiction title in the UK
market this year. Bursting full of beautiful illustrations and astounding facts,
Fantastically Great Women Who Changed the World is the perfect introduction to just a
few of the most incredible women who helped shaped the world we live in.List of
women featured: Jane Austen, Gertrude Ederle, Coco Chanel, Frida Kahlo, Marie
Curie, Mary Anning, Mary Seacole, Amelia Earhart, Agent Fifi, Sacagawa, Emmeline
Pankhurst, Rosa Parks, Anne Frank
Well-behaved women don't make history: difficult women do. 'This is the antidote to
saccharine you-go-girl fluff. Effortlessly erudite and funny' Caroline Criado-Perez
Strikers in saris. Bomb-throwing suffragettes. The pioneer of the refuge movement who
became a men's rights activist. Forget feel-good heroines: meet the feminist trailblazers
who have been airbrushed from history for being 'difficult' - and discover how they
made a difference. Here are their stories in all their shocking, funny and unvarnished
glory. ** Shortlisted in the 2020 Parliamentary Book Awards ** 'All the history you need
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to understand why you're so furious, angry and still hopeful about being a woman now.
A book that is part intellectual weapon in your handbag, part cocktail with a friend'
Caitlin Moran 'Compulsive, rigorous, unforgettable, hilarious and devastating' Hadley
Freeman 'A great manifesto for all those women who have never been very good at
being well-behaved.' Mary Beard 'Difficult Women is full of vivid detail, jam-packed with
research and fizzing with provocation' Sunday Times
A gloriously illustrated celebration of trailblazing women. Women in Science highlights
the contributions of fifty notable women to the STEM fields of science, technology,
engineering and mathematics, from both the ancient and modern worlds. The book also
contains fascinating infographics and an illustrated scientific glossary. The
extraordinary women profiled include well-known figures like the physicist and chemist
Marie Curie, as well as lesser-known pioneers such as Katherine Johnson, the AfricanAmerican mathematician who calculated the trajectory of the Apollo 11 mission to the
moon. Women in Science celebrates the achievements of the intrepid women who have
paved the way for the next generation of female engineers, biologists, mathematicians,
doctors, astronauts, physicists and beyond ...
Fantastically Great Women Who Made History is the eagerly anticipated follow up to
Kate Pankhurst's hugely successful, Fantastically Great Women Who Changed the
World, number one best-selling children's non-fiction title. This beautiful title looks at the
stories, accomplishments and adventures of many more brilliant women from
throughout history. Travel through the Underground Railroad with the brave and
courageous Harriet Tubman, turn the pages of the hauntingly brilliant Frankenstein with
the incredibly talented Mary Shelley and prepare yourself for an unforgettable journey
through history with these and many other remarkable women. Overflowing with vibrant
and beautiful illustrations, and wonderfully engaging text, Fantastically Great Women
Who Made History is a celebration of just some of the inspirational women who put their
mark on the world we live in. Written by the incredibly talented Kate Pankhurst, prepare
to be inspired. List of women featured: Elizabeth Blackwell, Qiu Jin, Boudicca, Flora
Drummond, Pocahontas, Noor Inayat Khan, Harriet Tubman, Valentina Tereshkova,
Ada Lovelace, Sayyida al-Hurra, Hatshepsut, Josephine Baker, Mary Wollstonecraft,
Mary Shelley
A groundbreaking new theory of the real rules of politics: leaders do whatever keeps
them in power, regardless of the national interest. As featured on the viral video Rules
for Rulers, which has been viewed over 3 million times. Bruce Bueno de Mesquita and
Alastair Smith's canonical book on political science turned conventional wisdom on its
head. They started from a single assertion: Leaders do whatever keeps them in power.
They don't care about the "national interest"-or even their subjects-unless they have to.
This clever and accessible book shows that democracy is essentially just a convenient
fiction. Governments do not differ in kind but only in the number of essential supporters,
or backs that need scratching. The size of this group determines almost everything
about politics: what leaders can get away with, and the quality of life or misery under
them. The picture the authors paint is not pretty. But it just may be the truth, which is a
good starting point for anyone seeking to improve human governance.
Look up at the stars so high above me. If I could just hold one how happy I'd be! A
lyrical picture book that celebrates imagination, adventure, coming home - and the idea
that sometimes what you are looking for is right under your nose. Illustrated by up-andPage 5/9
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coming talent Zosienka, illustrator of Baby Bird, and written by Katie Cotton, author of
Counting Lions, Dear Bunny and The Road Home
This beautifully illustrated collection tells the awe-inspiring stories of 50 women who
have pushed the boundaries of human excellence and endeavour. Standing out for
their achievements in sport, science, the arts, politics, and history, these women have
made huge contributions to today's society. Featuring incredible women from the past
and present such as Beyoncé, Sheryl Sandberg, Mary Anning, Emmeline Pankhurst
and Malala Yousafzai. The Anthology of Amazing Women is a wonderful read for
anyone wanting to read up on the incredible women who have lived and changed our
lives.

Ella Fitzgerald sang the blues and she sang them good. Ella and her fellas were
on the way up! It seemed like nothing could stop her, until the biggest club in
town refused to let her play... and all because of her colour. But when all hope
seemed lost, little did Ella imagine that a Hollywood star would step in to help.
This is the incredible true story of how a remarkable friendship between Ella
Fitzgerald and Marilyn Monroe was born - and how they worked together to
overcome prejudice and adversity. An inspiring story, strikingly illustrated, about
the unlikely friendship between two celebrated female icons of America's golden
age.
The debut novel from winner of the MacMillan Prize for Picture Book Illustration
Kate Pankhurst. The perfect book for 7-9 yr olds who love funny stories with
quirky illustrations like DIARY OF A WIMPY KID, the DORK DIARIES and
CLARICE BEAN. Mariella Mystery (That's me!) - totally amazing girl detective,
aged 9 and a bit. Able to solve the most mysterious mysteries and perplexing
problems, even before breakfast. When their teacher Miss Crumble spots the
ghost of her pet guinea pig, Mr Darcy, in her back garden, she doesn't know what
to think. But Mariella knows it's up to her and her fellow Mystery Girls to get to the
bottom of The Case of the Ghostly Guinea Pig.
Explore the beauty of summer in this new edition of What to Look For in Summer.
The increased warmth and long sunny days of summertime in the UK helps crops
to grow, insects to thrive and animals to hunt. This book takes a closer look at
ripening fruits, buzzing bees, summer storms and the solstice as the secrets of
summer begin to appear in the world around us. Follow the changing seasons
with the other titles in the What to Look For... series: What to Look For in Autumn
What to Look For in Winter What to Look For in Spring
Invented during World War I to break the grim deadlock of the Western Front
trenches, tanks have gone on to revolutionise warfare. From the lightning
Blitzkrieg assaults of World War II to the great battles in the Middle Eastern
desert and the largest ever tank battles on the Eastern Front, tanks have become
one of the key components of the 'combined arms' philosophy of warfare. This
pocket guide gives the reader all of the essential information on 40 of history's
premiere tanks, including the Tiger, Sherman, Panther and M1A1 Abrams. Each
tank is presented with a detailed drawing to aid recognition.
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Bad Girls Throughout History: 100 Remarkable Women Who Changed the World
delivers a empowering book for women and girls of all ages, featuring 100
women who made history and made their mark on the world, it's a best-selling
book you can be proud to display in your home. The 100 revolutionary women
highlighted in this gorgeously illustrated book were bad in the best sense of the
word: they challenged the status quo and changed the rules for all who followed.
Explored in this history book, include: • Aphra Behn, first female professional
writer. • Sojourner Truth, women's rights activist and abolitionist. • Ada Lovelace,
first computer programmer. • Marie Curie, first woman to win the Nobel Prize. •
Joan Jett, godmother of punk. From pirates to artists, warriors, daredevils,
women in science, activists, and spies, the accomplishments of these incredible
women who dared to push boundaries vary as much as the eras and places in
which they effected change. Featuring bold watercolor portraits and illuminating
essays by Ann Shen, Bad Girls Throughout History is a distinctive, gift-worthy
tribute to rebel girls everywhere. A lovely gift for teen girls, stories to share with a
young girl at bedtime, or a book to display on a coffee table, everyone will enjoy
learning about and celebrating the accomplishments of these phenomenal
women.
Kate Pankhurst, descendent of Emmeline Pankhurst, has created this wildly
wonderful and accessible book about women who really changed the world.
Discover fascinating facts about some of the most amazing women who changed
the world we live in. Fly through the sky with the incredible explorer Amelia
Earhart, and read all about the Wonderful Adventures of Mary Seacole with this
fantastic full colour book. Bursting full of beautiful illustrations and astounding
facts, Fantastically Great Women Who Changed the World is the perfect
introduction to just a few of the most incredible women who helped shaped the
world we live in. List of women featured: Jane Austen, Gertrude Ederle, Coco
Chanel, Frida Kahlo, Marie Curie, Mary Anning, Mary Seacole, Amelia Earhart,
Agent Fifi, Sacagawa, Emmeline Pankhurst, Rosa Parks, Anne Frank
The fourth novel from winner of the MacMillan Prize for Picture Book Illustration
Kate Pankhurst. The perfect book for 7-9 yr olds who love funny stories with
quirky illustrations like DIARY OF A WIMPY KID, the DORK DIARIES and
CLARICE BEAN. Mariella Mystery (That's me!) - totally amazing girl detective,
aged 9 and a bit. Is there really a cursed poodle terrorising the people of
Puddleford? Mariella and the Mystery Girls are determined find out. A funny,
fresh new take on a detective story, packed with illustrations and top tips for
budding detectives - perfect for fans of Clarice Bean and Dork Diaries.
From bestselling author and illustrator Kate Pankhurst, descendent of Emmeline
Pankhurst, comes another 'smart, informative, inclusive and accessible' book about trailblazing women. This time, it's women who have helped protect our natural world from
way before it was on a political agenda. Discover their untold stories. Tackle the plastic
problem with Isatou Ceesay by recycling waste into beautiful objects. Marvel at the
intelligence of chimpanzees with Jane Goodall. Learn why it's important to shop fair
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trade and cruelty-free with Anita Roddick and The Body Shop. Resist devastating
deforestation and plant seeds of change with Wangari Maathai. We're in an age when
young people like Greta Thunberg are calling for those in power to 'wake up' and take
action. Written with hope and encouragement, this book shows that all actions, big and
small, can be powerful in the fight against climate breakdown.
Meet forty incredible women who changed the world! In this first book in the new Role
Models series, learn about forty inspirational women who made or continue to make
stunning contributions to the world during their lifetimes. Then, you can create paper
models of ten of these women using the perforated cardstock in the back of the book.
The profiles cover a diverse group, including Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Rosa Parks, Frida
Kahlo, Gloria Steinem, Malala Yousafzai, Florence Nightingale, Michelle Kwan, Jane
Goodall, Aretha Franklin, and more.
There have been countless badass women who have changed the world for the better,
yet most people have never even heard of them. Women throughout history have
fought for their rights and the rights of others, defended their countries during wartime,
healed the sick and the wounded, invented new technologies, led countries, made
inspiring art... and so much more!This collection of biographies and quick trivia facts
aims to tell the stories of the courageous and tenacious women who have paved the
way for the women of the future. In The Great Book of Badass Women, you'll get to
know:?Ching Shih: from Prostitute to Pirate Queen ?Ruth Bader Ginsburg: Notorious
Supreme Court Justice ?Frida Kahlo: Trailblazer, Artist, Icon ?The Mirabal Sisters:
Revolutionaries and Martyrs ?Hedy Lamarr: Inventor and Beauty Queen There have
been so many badass women in history, that it was nearly impossible to choose only 15
of them. Women have been badass because they have to be, and they'll continue to
fight for their rights until they have them. Although women-especially women of colorhave largely been excluded from our history books, these unsung heroes have always
been there, kicking ass. By telling their stories, we preserve their legacies and inspire
others to follow in their footsteps. These are just a few of those heroes in The Great
Book of Badass Women, but many women are heroes every day, and we will probably
never know most of their names.Grab a copy now and get ready to learn about them
all!
Move aside history—it’s time for herstory. Celebrate fifty inspiring and powerful women
who changed the world and left their mark in this lavishly illustrated biography
compilation that’s perfect for fans of Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls and She
Persisted. Throughout history, girls have often been discussed in terms of what they
couldn’t or shouldn’t do. Not anymore. It’s time for herstory—a celebration of not only
what girls can do, but the remarkable things women have already accomplished, even
when others tried to stop them. In this uplifting and inspiring book, follow the stories of
fifty powerhouse women from around the world and across time who each managed to
change the world as they knew it forever. Telling the stories of their childhood, the
challenges they faced, and the impact of their achievements, each lavishly illustrated
spread is a celebration of girl power in its many forms. From astronauts to activists,
musicians to mathematicians, these women are sure to motivate young readers of all
backgrounds to focus not on the can’ts and shouldn’ts, but on what they can do:
anything!
A thrilling Gothic tale from the author of Our Castle by the Sea, shortlisted for the
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Waterstones Children's Book Prize. 1899. The Earl of Gosswater has died, and twelveyear-old Lady Agatha has been cast out of her ancestral home - the only home she has
ever known - by her cruel cousin, Clarence. In a tiny tumbledown cottage, she struggles
to adjust to her new life and the stranger who claims to be her real father. And on the
shores of Gosswater Lake, the spirit of another young girl will not rest. Could the ghost
of Gosswater hold the key to Aggie's true identity?
Help babies discover astronomy, from the planets of our Solar System to the vast Milky
Way.
Pom Pom was excited. So excited . . . all his friends were coming round to play and he
couldn't wait! And when they arrive in superhero costumes, Pom Pom thinks he might
quite like to be super too. There's just one problem: Pom Pom isn't exactly sure what
he's super AT. This is a sweet and funny story all about finding your talents, that will
strike a chord with parents and young children alike.
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